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WAITING

AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF PRE-OCCUPATION

Anda French
Sinead McNamara

Grant Davis Foster

“Waiting can seem an interval of non-being,
tcomes of desires. It makes time maddeninact eternity into a few hours.”
[Marrow, 1964]

the black space between events and the ougly elastic, it has a way of seeming to comp-

manipulated aerial image of Paris, base image from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Paris_Night.jpg

Photograph of a food rationing line in 1954 Israel, image from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Israel_Austerity.jpg
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Queuing theory was first established by
Danish telephone engineer A.K. Erlang in 1909.
While this took a mathematical approach to
the study of phone queues, it ignored the
mental aspects of waiting. It wasn’t until 1950
when Walt Disney investigated the mentality
of waiting lines, sparking an interest not in
their physicality but their psychology. The
first investigation into the psychology of
waiting came with the introduction of highrise buildings in New York after World War
II. This new architecture initiated a plethora
of complaints over elevator queues during
rush hours. The implausibility of constructing
additional elevator shafts inside the building
led to an alternative approach to the problem
— the issue wasn’t necessarily the duration of
the wait but rather the number of complaints.
The focus shifted to the perception of the wait
rather than the wait itself. The installation
of mirrors near elevator entrances quickly
reduced complaints, allowing people to not
only entertain themselves but also flirt across
reflections. The high-rise typology thus
sparked interest in queuing psychology; if
architecture can initiate it, it can solve it.

“EVERY QUEUE

POSES PROBLEMS.”
Richard Larson, M.I.T. Professor

QUEUE
PRE-OCCUPY
DENSITY
PROGRAM
DISTRACTION
URBANITY
CONSUMPTION

both space of waiting and literal gatherings of people
both physical occupation of pre-destination space and a mental state
concentration of infrastructure and people
suggested by architect, dictated by user
instant program and cure of pre-occupation
consistent densities
justification for many queues
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Richard Larson and the Psychological Effects of Queuing
Richard Larson, an M.I.T. professor who specializes in the scientific study of queues, labels the
three elements of positive queuing as “social justice, environment, and feedback” [Larson,
895]. Larson’s research ultimately concludes that the “outcome of the queuing experience
may vary nonlinearly with the delay”, shifting the focus from the average time spent in
queue to the experiential qualities of the wait. There are architectural opportunities within
certain specifics of queuing, suggesting spatial implications in one sense and larger roles for
architectural intervention in another.
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GENERAL CONTENTION
Architecture can accommodate the condition of
queuing by spatially translating the factors that make
it a positive experience, ultimately increasing human
psychology and curing the city of toxic waiting space.
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SOCIAL JUSTICE | FIRST QUEUE FACTOR
Social justice, Larson’s first positive queuing factor, refers to the infamous “first come first
serve” mindset that often creates hostility when circumvented. His observation that there
are “slips and skips” within lines suggests that for every victim there is a satisfied linecutter, creating a large scale hostile environment. While social injustice often manifests
itself in physically cheating the line, criteria such as age, disability, and money can be ways
of breaking the system. People who fall into these categories are seen as privileged for their
elevated queuing status. While the privileged are in themselves queuing, they are outcasts
to the majority of the line, creating unrest and jealousy. More important than anything,
it is often the “perceptions of queues [and] fear of social injustice that dominate queue
waiting times”, suggesting the psychology of the line is more important than its physical
qualities. [Larson, 900]. Larson’s research highlights that “it’s not the length of the wait that
bothers [people] so much — it’s what might be called the personality of it.” [Jaffe, 1]. For
architecture, the implications are two-fold; it suggests that spatial quality has psychological
impacts and in more general terms that space possesses a certain control over individual
and collective user groups.
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FIELD QUEUE

LINEAR QUEUE = SOCIAL INJUSTICE

QUEUE TIME
2 MINUTES
5 MINUTES
10 MINUTES
15 MINUTES
20 MINUTES
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ENVIRONMENT | SECOND QUEUE FACTOR

Larson’s second element, environment, highlights the literal atmosphere of the queue as an
important factor in the perception of the wait. In the case of the Manhattan Savings Bank,
queue complaints escalated when teller-aided ATM transactions were first introduced.
Similar to rush hour elevator queues, an influx of people came to the bank during lunch
breaks, sparking complaints due to long waiting lines. The resolve was not simply the
installation of mirrors but rather concert pianists, who ultimately distracted the people
from the line. From this example, Larson suggests “waiting time reduction may not be as
important as imaginative lobby design options”, indicating room for architecture to operate
in this infectious condition. [Larson, 903].
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COMFORT

DISTRACTION
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FEEDBACK | THIRD QUEUE FACTOR

The third element, feedback, suggests that the anticipation of getting to the end of the
line preoccupies us just as much as self-policing it. Unknowingly, those in line demand
information “regarding the likely magnitude of the delay”. [Larson, 895] To appease this
constant pre-occupation, feedback is often delivered through signage or watching those in
front complete the line in regular intervals. Larson “suspects a person would much prefer to
wait behind 10 people who passed through the line every minute than one person who ends
up taking 10 minutes; the total time is the same, but not the psychological effect.” [Jaffe, 1]
The spatial implications of Larson’s three factors suggest that architecture can operate in
and alleviate us from the most frustrating and hostile queuing conditions in our cities.
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PROXEMICS.
25’
12’
4’
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PUBLIC SPACE
SOCIAL SPACE
PERSONAL SPACE
INTIMATE SPACE

VIOLATION

VIOLATION

VIOLATION

VIOLATION

VIOLATION

VIOLATION

1.5’

THE QUEUE VIOLATES BASIC SPATIAL RULES.
INTIMATE AND PERSONAL SPACE IS COMPROMISED
Queues can be analyzed through the lens of nonverbal communication and proxemics: the study of
space use and the effects of specific proximities. In basic terms, an individual’s “public space” is defined
by a distance of twenty-five feet or greater. Smaller distances, defined as social, personal, and intimate
space, yield expectations of familiarity and acquaintance, expectations that are consistently violated in
queues. Lines are often structured to conserve space [the serpentine line], but this creates a constant
violation of the law of proxemics. The effects of waiting lines produce hostile environments, where
comfort is compromised in an effort to minimize the line’s spatial footprint.
The term “proxemics” was coined in 1963 by Edward T. Hall, a cultural anthropologist who closely
examined spatial use via nonverbal conditions. Proxemics, he argued, dictated “the organization of space
in houses and buildings, and ultimately the layout of towns.” [Moore, 13] Proximity studies in animal
species, carried out by Heini Hediger, determined “flight distance (run boundary)” and “critical distance
(attack boundary)” as spatial proximities that dictated natural behavior. [Moore, 30] This suggests a
spatial overlap between animalistic survival responses and human mood fluctuations. While attack and
flight distances have faded out in contemporary human interaction, territoriality within human behavior
is extremely prevalent throughout the occupation of the waiting line. Like animals, people establish
territories marked by their proximate surroundings. In queue, people literally demarcate space, breaking
the traditional relationship the user has with space.
19
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CONDITIONS

QUEUE.

primaryCONDITION

The primary condition of waiting is simultaneously collective and singular. It becomes
most problematic in dense urban environments — often siting itself outside the walls of
architecture, in sidewalks, streets, and plazas. In large, cities house a culture of queuing — a
culture that has been increasing in numbers for decades due to increases in both population
and consumerism. Queues stem from conditions of commodity and necessity, from food
rationing centers to celebrity sightings. This primary condition renders the city as a network
of queues — the destination space is secondary to the space of the line and its impact on
urban infrastructure and human psychology. Saturated subway entrances, blocked street
intersections, and occupied public plazas are often saturated with queues. The hostile
nature of waiting injects itself into our most sacred urban spaces, infiltrating spaces that
simply weren’t designed for queues. This general condition creates three user groups: the
person in the line, the person skipping the line, and the person trying to circumvent the line.
22

MONUMENT QUEUE

TAXI QUEUE

RETAIL QUEUE

STREET QUEUE

CAFE QUEUE

CROSSING QUEUE
http://www.peteradamsphoto.com/?attachment_id=899
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PRE-OCCUPY.
secondaryCONDITION

The secondary condition of pre-occupation is two-fold: it observes both the literal occupation
of space leading up to the destination and the various programs that alleviate the torture
of waiting. Trapped in the program of pending, the [seemingly static] waiter occupies
black city space, engaging in self-acts of program. People become preoccupied while they
preoccupy. The body occupies a physical place, but self is suspended in pre-occupation —
value is number, not uniqueness. The self is then regained by complete introversion; the
collective often exists as a mere condition of program. The line is a pre-determined system,
“governed by an implicit set of norms that transcend the individual.” [Stone, 1]. Queuing
has occupied the non-place of cities, a permeating program, infecting the architecture and
background noise of cities with constant occupation. Preoccupation is both physical and
mental, manifesting itself as literal forms of activity [reading, organizing, surfing, sleeping],
but also as a state of mind, a state of contemplation. The waiting place is constrictive — but
potentially constructive.
24

an act of preoccupying : the state of being preoccupied
an extreme or excessive concern with something

http://msnbcmedia4.msn.com/j/MSNBC/Components/Slideshows/_production/ss-121025-hurricane-sandy/ss-121101-sandy-aftermath-01.ss_full.jpg
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CULTURAL QUEUING

global differences in waiting psychologies and spaces
AMERICA
Queuing across the globe varies drastically both psychologically and spatially. Waiting in America typically produces an
environment categorized by hostility and jealously: for every service there is a respective queue. For instance, if there
are four services there will be four queues, one for each particular “node” of service. This becomes a problematic system
when delays occur in certain services and not others [most typically in the example of cashiers]. Social injustice erupts
when one queue suffers extended delays while the others complete at regular intervals. In each queue there are people
who watch adjacent queues, convinced that theirs is the slowest [tempting them to switch to other lines]. The general
establishment of a queue hierarchy creates the social unrest that is typical in American waiting spaces.
BRITAIN
In Britain, however, a single queue is formed despite the amount of services provided. This has been proven to be the most
efficient manifestation of a “line” because individual service delays are circumvented. While the queuing environment
tends to be extremely self-policed, rarely do instances of skipping occur. Brits have a strong pride in their ability to queue
respectfully and willfully, which often creates a friendly social environment.
ASIA
Asian queues are typically crowded field conditions where aggression is rewarded by faster service. Those who are loudest
and most agile often get served first, creating a unique spatial condition of queuing that denies linear demands. Service
becomes merely a point source of accommodation, consistently resulting in social injustice and hostility.
26

SERVICE
AMERICAN
BRITAIN
ASIAN
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TOURISM

queue for consumption
Tourism, a tangential offspring of these increasing circumstances, creates a unique condition of
architecture as culprit — preserved architectural monuments are often waited for. In this circumstance,
the program of these sites quite literally becomes waiting [preserved monuments are gutted of their
traditional uses and are instead meandered through and around]. In these circumstances, waiting for
the attraction has indeed become the attraction. The visitor’s unfamiliarity of the city is soothed with
the familiar space of the waiting line, allowing him to feel an over-arching sense of comfort despite the
unfamiliar scenery. The tourist, like the line itself, is temporal, which creates justification for waiting in
such queues. The monument, however, is static, constantly initiating these temporal conditions. The
tourist / monument relationship is unique in this sense, for it is often the destination of consumption
that is temporal and thus waited on [a half-price sale, objects of limited quantity, celebrity appearances].
Temporality is thus the essential ingredient for queuing. The tourist is trapped between departure and
destination, he often literally lives in line — the tourist is no longer transient. Waiting has become the
program of preserved architecture: What is left behind is waited for; the length of the line is the new
qualifier of spatial significance.
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PASSENGERS TO/FROM PARIS 2010-2011

+3.7%
+1.9%

PARIS
+0.7%
+9.2%

+2.4%
-3.7%
20M
20M - 10M
10M - 5M
5M
% increase into Paris from 2010-2011
statistics gathered from: http://asp.zone-secure.net/v2/index.jsp?id=1203/1515/14072&lng=fr
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waiting as attraction
It is often the tourist that is advertised over the attraction,
suggesting the experience to be more valuable than the
architecture itself. The gazing tourist is often advertised
as the primary destination [the vastly-familiar image of
preserved monuments renders their depiction obsolete;
the visual portrayal of the monument is secondary to
the instilled anticipation of becoming the wide-eyed, onlooking tourist]. Contemporary tourist brochures “often
offer images of contemplative travelers, gazing toward an
ambiguous site.” [Auge, 60]. This is a potential “site” in the
terms of this thesis: the destinations become secondary
conditions of the problem.
Paris, a city of great history but also public infrastructure,
has the greatest number of annual international visitors in
the world, reaching 79.5 million in 2011. Its concentrated
density of attractions and global location contribute to
it’s top ranking. Tourism is an economic backbone for
Paris — it is arguably more dependent on tourism than
any other city in the world.
30

180

0

PARIS HOTELS BY DISTRICT

statistics gathered from: http://asp.zone-secure.net/v2/index.jsp?id=1203/1515/14072&lng=fr

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN IN PARIS

LOCAL
TOURIST
http://www.flickr.com/photos/24431382@N03/4671584999/
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THE TOURIST MAP RE-CASTS THE CITY AS A SE

http://worldtravelmaps.info/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/old-paris-map.jpg

ERIES OF DESTINATIONS, TREATING BACKGR-

http://mappery.com/map-of/Paris-France-Tourist-Map

-OUND FABRIC AS QUEUE SPACE AND AREAS

http://mappery.com/map-of/Paris-France-Tourist-Map-4

OF TEMPORAL PRE-OCCUPATION.

http://worldtravelmaps.info/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/paris-sights-map.jpg

INCOMING INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS 2011
COUNTRY

79.5M
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23.4M

statistics gathered at: http://www2.unwto.org/

CITY

London

Paris
New York

Istanbul
Antalya
Dubai

Hong Kong
Bangkok
Singapore City
Kuala Lumpur

15.1M

statistics gathered at: http://travel.usnews.com/features/Worlds_Most_Visited_Cities/

6.9M
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RESOURCE RATIONING
queuing for necessity

Soviet Union Russian from 1929-1935 enforced a food rationing system. People of high
political power did not participate — the queue literally signified a certain privilege. While
these queues were birthed from necessity, they were consequences of limited resources.
Queues were able to reach extreme numbers due to necessity for survival, ultimately
creating intense hostile environments even in extreme weather conditions. The destruction
of hurricane Sandy in New York City sparked the need for gas rationing to avoid extensive
queues that would flood city infrastructure. A similar rationing system occured in the
1960’s, depicted on the right.
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FEAR OF QUEUING
economical impacts of waiting

Threats of “skips” in queuing conditions can have “significant dollar consequences”. [Larson,
897]. In the case of barge traffic on U.S. waterways, barges often race to the next lock to
avoid “delays from a few hours to more than one day.” [Larson, 900]. The fear of social
injustice costs an estimated $1,000,000 per year in fuel for the industry, as barges burn a
significantly larger amount of gas at slightly higher speeds than taxiing.

40

$
$
$
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TRANSIT HUBS
networks of queues

Airports are notorious for their consistent queues — so much so that it has become one of the
main programs of airports world wide. While queues often give the illusion of security [queue
as performance], they are consequences of spatial pinches. In the early 2000’s, Houston’s
airport received an abnormal amount of complaints over baggage claim queues. Almost
immediately, the airport increased the number of on duty baggage handlers to alleviate the
wait time for the travelers at the baggage carousel. Despite their efforts, the complaints
persisted. A closer look at the airport’s layout uncovered that the average walk from gate
to baggage claim was only two minutes, while the average wait at the baggage carousel
was eight minutes. The problem was not the length of the wait but rather the experience
of the wait: travelers were standing for 80% of the queue’s duration. The resolve was not
to simply add more baggage handlers but rather to re-direct the bags to a further carousel,
ultimately increasing the average wait per traveler but drastically altering the experience,
forcing commuters to walk for the majority of the queue. The complaints stopped.
42

HOUSTON AIRPORT

queuing study

2m

1m

7m
8m
ORIGINAL PATH
ORIGINAL DESTINATION
REVISED PATH
REVISED DESTINATION
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PROTESTING
waiting for change

Protesting is often synonymous with the untraditional occupation of space. In the case of
Occupy Wall Street, protesters waited in Zuccotti Park for political and economic change,
demonstrating their passion through extensive queuing. The occupation of the park created
a field queue that housed spontaneous and stationary programs. While demonstrations
and chants occurred impulsively, sleeping areas, kitchens, libraries, and sanitation zones
spatialized out of necessity. While the extensive queue materialized out of demand, the
extremity of the wait necessitated the unconventional use of space. The pervasive uncertainty
over the completion of wait created a sense of unity. Because of this, social injustice within
the queue was absent. While an extreme example, the unique field condition of protesting
creates an excellent queue example.
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http://places.designobserver.com/feature/occupy-wall-street-places-and-spaces-of-political-action/35938/
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photograph by Jonathan Massey

http://places.designobserver.com/feature/occupy-wall-street-places-and-spaces-of-political-action/35938/
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NECESSITY
NECESSITY

Simply put, architecture can accommodate the condition
of queuing by exploiting the factors that make it a
positive experience.
In closely looking at the human phycology and spatial impacts of queuing, architecture has
a dual ability to increase human phycology while responding to larger urban issues. The
space of architecture’s influence reaches beyond its walls: it is an experience of before,
during, and after that threads our experiences of urban environments. This thesis examines
the potential of architecture to operate in the condition of queuing, The space of the queue
offers a pure condition of programmatic uncertainty — the user both defines the space and
occupies it, allowing a multitude of programs to occur on the individual and collective level,
often simultaneously. The condition of queuing is a threat to control-freak architecture;
it suggests that the mental capacity to literally wait is more controlling than any of our
buildings.
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SOCIAL JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT
FEEDBACK
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Architectural space has the unique opportunity to
function without specified program, but rather in a field
of probable distractions.
This thesis will examine existing research on queuing theories [both the mathematics and
the psychologies behind it] through the lens of spatial impacts on the city and mental
impacts on the user. Intense focus on scale [small, medium, and large] is crucial — the
individual and collective nature of the waiting space suggest possible interventions on both
the scale of the user and the city.
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TRADITIONAL QUEUE SPACE
SPATIALIZE THE QUEUE AND INJECT PROGRAM SPECIFIC TO THE USER
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axon of Champs-Elysee for example

OPERATION

HOW CAN ARCHITECTURE OPERATE?
Architectural intervention under the conditions presented by this thesis must exploit the
factors of waiting to be a successful project. While “waiting space” achieves certain positivity
through ample light and air, it would not be enough criteria to fuel the project. Architecture
has the opportunity to exploit otherwise transparent factors of queuing — these factors
will be drivers for the structure of space. The exploitation of the queue factors [social
justice, environment, feedback] will likely produce an idiosyncratic design. Architecture
thus has the dual task of both exploiting these factors and in some senses masking them,
creating a space that at times hides it’s underlying rules of formation. The user will be in an
architectural laboratory: one that studies the potentials of architecture to control its user,
to operate under strict social and spatial criteria, and to solve a pervasive spatial problem.
The queue continues to spread.
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RESPECT PROXEMICS.
achieve social distances

PUBLIC SPACE
SOCIAL SPACE
PERSONAL SPACE
INTIMATE SPACE
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TECHNIQUE
Architecture has the potential to shift waiting time into experienced time by “entertaining,
enlightening and engaging” the user and subsequent prisoner. [Larson, 900] The technique of
architectural intervention will be both surgical and at times hidden, masking the examined condition of
queuing with spatial distraction.

METHODOLOGY
The project must focus on issues of human experience [perspective stiches] both on the singular and
collective level. How the project is “perceived” by its different users [tourist, resident, homeless] will
help evaluate its success. While one user might queue for thirty minutes, another might live there.
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CURRENT CONDITION

QUEUE SPACE
DESTINATIONS
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SITE

The current Penn Station is a remodeled remnant of a larger structure designed by McKim, Mead,
and White constructed in 1910. Designed in Beaux-Arts style, the station created a grand, light-filled
environment that marked a larger entrance to New York City. Its “enormous waiting room” was
inspired by “the Roman Baths of Caracalla”, which is tantamount to the scale of St. Peter’s nave. As
private automobiles increased in popularity, the cost of operation within the old Penn Station grew too
high, forcing the owners to sell the air rights in 1963. While the tracks remained untouched during
demolition, the train shed and head-house were completely demolished, destroying an architectural
jewel within the city. In its place arose an office and sports complex. “Until the first blow fell, no one
was convinced that Penn Station really would be demolished, or that New York would permit this
monumental act of vandalism against one of the largest and finest landmarks of its age of Roman
elegance.”
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What is the value of architecture? It can be measured, culturally, hum
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1910

manely and historically, in the gulf between these two places. [Kimmelman].

2012
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NEW YORK PENNSYLVANIA STATION, 2012
New York City’s Penn Station creates a unique queue condition that is both released and
created by the display of information, in this case track locations of arriving trains. Pending
passengers stare intently at display monitors: eye contract is avoided at all costs for fear of
missing the information and reacting to it a second behind the rest of the crowd. Penn station’s
queue lobbies fail to completely observe the first element, social justice, and allow people to
enter the queue from all sides of the building. It does, however, manage to create an illusion
of social justice by delaying the announcement of train tracks. This limits the amount of time
actually spent in line, recasting the wait as a “form of equal-opportunity frustration”. [Jaffe,
1]. Environment in Penn is quite ignored, as passengers frequently preoccupy themselves
with avoiding baggage and bodies as they snake in and around pockets of crowds. While
feedback is rather consistent, the speed of chaos is extremely unsatisfactory, as the goal
becomes not to merely make the train but rather to get a prime seat. New York Penn Station’s
unique queuing condition renders it a perfect site to examine and intervene in the condition
of queuing: its extremely heavy foot traffic and violations of positive queuing factors render
it an ideal location for effective architectural intervention.
68

STREET LEVEL

LOBBY

CONCOURSE

TRACKS
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PENN STATION SERVICES
Long Island Rail Road
Babylon
Far Rockaway
Hempstead
Huntington-Hicksville
Long Beach
Montauk
Oyster Bay
Port Jefferson
Port Washington
Ronkonkoma
West Hempstead
New Jersey Transit
ACES Atlantic City
Atlantic City
Bergen
Boonton
Dover
Gladstone
Main Line
Montclair
North Jersey Coast
Northeast Corridor
Pascack Valley
Raritan Valley
Southern Tier
Summit
Waldwick
Amtrak
New York City Subway
New York City Bus
PATH
BoltBus
Vamoose Bus
United Airlines

50,932 SF

43,627 SF

69,511 SF

164,070 SF

Amtrak renovated the current station in the 1990’s, in order to “improve the appearance
of the waiting and concession areas, sharpen the station information systems [audio
and visual] and remove much of the grime”. Despite the improvements, “Penn Station
continues to be criticized as a low-ceilinged ‘catacomb’ lacking charm.” Travelers are
“beleaguered customers now scurry through underground rooms bereft of light or
character”.
Currently, 600,000 commuters navigate Penn every weekday, accommodating rates
up to 1,000 passengers every 90 seconds. While Amtrak is potentially moving out of
Penn and into the adjacent James Farley Post Office, they bring only 5% of the daily
commuters, leaving 570,000 still tasked with navigating Penn’s confusing layout.

Assuming a passenger takes up roughly 2SF, 82,034 people could fill the
floor area of Penn Station, including occupation of the track platforms.
71

Penn Station is a field condition of access points that creates a hostile queue environment.
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EXTERIOR ENTRANCES / EXITS
TRACK ACCESS

.
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Penn station is comprised of three designated “waiting rooms”
that feed the three main transit services [Atmrak, NJ Transit,
Long Island Railroad]. The rest of the station weaves its way
around these designated spaces, connecting them to various
nodes leading toward the platforms. The waiting areas take
up roughly 1/10th of Penn’s floor area, suggesting that the
circulation and programmatic distractions are better uses of space.

74

DESIGNATED WAITING SPACES
GROUND

2

575 ft

2

4,100 ft
2

3,500 ft
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Interiorly lit double-loaded stairwells mark the entrances into Penn Station. The
“grand” entrances, off of Penn Plaza and Seventh Avenue, feature two escalators,
allowing for two circulation speeds into Penn — one of chaos [stairwells, where
more aggressive passengers are allowed to bypass earlier arriving ones] and
one of leisure [escalators, where passengers are forced into an orderly queue,
entertained by their moving surroundings]. Social injustice occurs at every
entrance into Penn Station, setting the stage for the hostile environment to come.

Each platform in Penn Station is accessed through a multitude of stairwells that
descend from the floor above. While this facilitates access to the same platform
from various locations in Penn Station, it also creates a rush-mentality, a field
condition of hostile “slipping and skipping”, terms coined by Richard Larson.
This creates an immediate hierarchy of users in Penn — some travelers are slower
due to handicap or unfamiliarity with Penn’s confusing layout. The more “able”
passengers thus have the advantage, despite the time of their arrival at the station.

Penn is lined with programmatic distractions, from deli’s to K-mart, travelers
through Penn station are easily able to pre-occupy themselves with shopping
of various kinds. The linear segments of program, however, jumble the
initial order of entrants, creating a field condition with random durations of
occupancy. Passengers must constantly decide between spending their time
securing their position in line or distracting themselves with consumption.
76
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PROJECTED FUTURE

POPULATION INCREASE AND DECLINE IN
FUNDING
An increase in commuter traffic and decrease in funding for New Jersey Transit and Long
Island Rail Road has created problematic densities in New York’s Pennsylvania Station.
Passengers have been forced to wait numerous hours for departing trains in and out of the
city, resulting in hostile chaos and intensified pre-occupation. The station has turned into
a place of queuing intensities and uncomfortable proximities, ultimately housing hostility.
Waiting is a contemporary condition that we culturally accept, but there are boundaries to
that acceptance.
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QUEUE SPACE EMERGES AS A CITY-SCALE ISSUE
The major queue problems in Penn Station have brought attention to queue spaces all over
New York City. While these spaces are often small nodes of pre-occupation, they begin to
infiltrate the city and create a new queuing infrastructure.

84

WAITING BECOMES SPATIALLY PARASITIC AND PERVASIVE
The lessons learned in Penn Station matriculate into the city fabric, both accomodating
extensive lines through new ways of pre-occupation and elevating queues to remove them
from ground-level traffic. This new “queue-architecture”, despite it’s successes or failures,
acts as a city scale diagram that demonstrates the scale of waiting in our society.
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PROGRAM

PROGRAM
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PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

“WAITING IS A FORM OF IMPRISONMENT”. [morrow, 1984]
Distraction is the cure of pre-occupation [both mental and physical], it creates local destinations
[programmatic elements] and in turn viewing space [the literal line and space of the queue]. “Building
skins, material technologies, and forms [will be] potential sites for programmatic operations.”
[Lawrence, 2]
In our contemporary cities, “it is not architectural space that dominates our lives, it is ‘the Space
of Flows’, organized and channeled by the invisible forces of programming.” [Varnelis, 12]. In a
recent interview with Rem Koolhaas in July 2012, he examined the state of program within our
contemporary spaces, stating: “People can inhabit anything. And they can be miserable in anything
and ecstatic in anything. More and more I think that architecture has nothing to do with it. Of
course, that’s both liberating and alarming”. [Fraioli, Koolhaas, 3].
Slow traffic has historically changed the way space is used, in the case of a small town in Japan,
“elements of the city were being used in completely unfamiliar ways that I never could have
imagined. For instance, clover-leaf highway interceptions moved so slowly that the whole thing
became a slow-moving drive-through market.” [Fraioli, Koolhaas, 3]
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1,000,000 passengers now travel through
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h Penn Station daily, with half of the trains
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This thesis places program between departure and destination, the black space
between departure and destination. Program IS concerned with the collective act of
waiting — currently it is the desire of the tourist that keeps him in line, not the space.
Program, however, is essentially unpredictable within queue. While certain actions
[programs] are anticipated [people will check their phones, take pictures, converse,
and fill out cross word puzzles], others present themselves as both detrimental and
potential design opportunities [violence, riots, chaos]. While Penn Station will house
the examined queue, the program will become distractions from the condition. In the
space of transit, “the travelers’ space may thus be the archetype of non-place”. [Auge,
70] Based on these terms, the departures and destinations are excluded from this
thesis —they are individualized nodes that simply initiate and halt the game of waiting.
The initial non-place of the city [waiting lines] has become space of pre-occupation.
This pre-occupation is the lens to validate inserted programs within this thesis.
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QUEUES
PROGRAM
Plan of Avenue des Champs-Élysées and surrounding infrastructure
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REPRESENTATION

THE TEMPORAL DRAWING
The images and drawings of this project will have a temporal quality — the perception of time
will be embedded within the drawings. This is most obviously achievable through varying
line weights [depicted on right], the darker lines suggesting that an object or space is closer
to the viewer than those rendered lighter. In a similar fashion, this can be achieved through
gradient overlays, ultimately achieving a smoother perception of time through space.
Because time will become an integral part of understanding the project, the drawings can
be linked through sequence and visual stitching. Holistic understanding of spatial structure
and function will come through model and diagram, ultimately representing the project in
its most complete state, with time removed from the equation.
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PRECEDENTS

THE VATICAN MUSEUM

The Vatican Museum acts as a waiting line to see the Sistine Chapel, the intended destination for the vast majority of its
visitors. While proximity in plan suggests an easy route to see both the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter’s, a tourist route is
threaded through more than half of Vatican City, created a programmatic line filled with paintings, relics, sculptures, and
tourists. A true space of consumption, the destination is literally confined by the architecture navigated to get there. The
program of the line is injected into existing architecture, creating both the space of destination and the space of waiting.
The art, the perceived “program”, acts as a mere distraction from queuing for the chapel.
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http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiedosto:Vatican_Museum_-_Gallery_of_Maps.jpg

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:VaticanMuseumStaircase.jpg

MAIN LINE

ENTRANCE

SECONDARY LINE
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INSTANT
CITY
ARCHIGRAM 1968
instant city is closely studied as a producer of an intense condition of temporality. The city itself has been recast as an
impulse-buy, the very temporality of the city is the culprit of its own success. Consumerist craze has localized, mental
anticipation for the cities arrival is the mere first stage of waiting — once mental anticipation is relieved the by city’s
arrival, its temporal users will physically wait for the various programs within the city.
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http://wanderinglondon-ming.blogspot.com/2011/03/instant-city-by-archigram.html

CREATES INSTANT LINES.

The City is spatial and uniformly chaotic

Instant City is temporal and destinational
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AKUREYRI
MASTER
PLAN
WORKac 2005
WORKac’s master plan submission for Akureyri, Iceland eliminates static waiting, recasting program as the driver for both
user movement and building form. It is the ultimate programmatic line. Responding to scattered tourist sites and minute
space for leisure activity, the project balances “density, new housing, and alternative activity”. Elongated anticipation is
broken by programmatic proximity, program is both destination and movement

http://work.ac/akureyri-master-plan/?tag=urbanism
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The combination of historic space and “the unexpected” create an uncertain outcome – “an ever-changing zone of activity
and excitement.” Program is a gestural city-scale design move, left to the user to both operate within and around. The
use of the space is not dictated by the master architect but rather carefully anticipated, mixing control and uncertainty
for the benefit of Akureyri.

TOURIST ATTRACTION

HISTORIC BUILDING

TOURIST ATTRACTION

PUBLIC ACTIVITY
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GUGGENHEIM
MUSEUM
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT 1937
The museum’s program finds itself between entrance and destination — the entire user experience is encompassed in the
anticipation to exit. Program becomes a surface condition, the form of the building is a reflection of it’s interior logic, both
creating a monument from the outside and a logic of movement from within. the line is the museum.
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http://theeyethatwrites.blogspot.com/2012/03/normal_26.html
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FOUCAULT + DOCILITY
According to the observations of Michel Foucault, “A body is docile that can be subjected, used, transferred
and improved” [Foucault, 136]. Docility also suggests being in a state of discipline. Whether self initiated
or imparted by some outside force, discipline is often an exploited method of control. Queue space is
effective in controlling people because it combines both self-control and the pre-determined structure of
the line — there is a willingness to subject oneself to a pre-determined system, and in turn a willingness to
stay there. Foucault argues that docility was discovered through the making of soldiers. Before soldiers
were molded, they were simply men who met a certain physical criteria. The introduction of special
training suggested bodies had the capability of being shaped and taught. Foucault notes that “it was
more beneficial to exert control over the individual than the sum”, indicating that docility was hindered
by establishing a collection of people. even though the density of people is quite large, queue space
manages to control the individual through establishing a sense of unfamiliarity among the collective. In
other words, there is a strong sense of mental control to stay in line and physical control to stay in space.
Most fascinatingly, this new theory of control focused more on the “process rather than the product. This
would ensure control throughout and therefore would be total.” [Foucault, 38]
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Sarah Whiting

Rem Koolhaas
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TABLE: Program

TABLE: Program

TABLE: Program

TABLE: Function

material, form, drawing

public, spectacle

user, diagram

research, function

“Architecture cannot
legitimately aspire to any
kind of cultural autonomy
since it is too intimately
involved with the processes
of everyday life.”

“Radical programmatic
juxtaposition has become a
mere sign, an accepted standin for a radicalized public
realm. We need to exploit
architecture today in order to
contour tomorrow’s cultural
landscape.”

“People can inhabit anything.
More and more I think that
architecture has nothing to
do with it.”

“Today, the most interesting
practicioners no longer ask
what architecture is, or what
it means, but rather what it
can do.”
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